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DECEM BER, 1963

Preparing Our Students
For The Future
ister Mary Janela , B.V.M.
Columbus High School
Waterloo

Many of the students in our science
classes are not going to be scientists,
research workers, or technicians.
The question is: how are we preparing this large segment, along with
those who will major or continue in
scientific fields? For years the purpose, teaching, and organization of
all subjects, as well as science, has
been the accumulation of factual
data. This has been accomplished
chiefl y by memorization of facts,
answering of questions at the -2nd of
units, and the lecture method employed by zealous teachers, who endeavored to complete the textbook
material.
Science education must advance
with the times. Methods and ideas
must change. We, as teachers, are being closely scrutinized. We can no
long r sit back complacently. Since
Sputnik, there has been grave concern over the ability of our students
to apply knowledge to practical problems. Students are naturally curious
so we must develop their inquiring
minds and instill in them habits of
sound reasoning, accurate judgment,
and careful evaluation. To live in
our de mocracy of the twentieth century the students must be trained to
develop their powers of critical
thinking.
The educational literature for several decades has emphasized the importance of critical thinking, but
much more must be done to identify
critical thinking as a goal in the
teaching of science. This is a skill
that must be taught and nurtured.
arious reports suggest that only
about ten per cent of the potentiality
f the typical student is being used.
s one writer expressed it, one often
ees individuals do in a week when
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inspired what otherwise would req-1:1ire months at customary pace. Mr.
Martz, in an Aerospace Age Assembly, recently said that every student
possesses a gold mine between his
ears and it is his responsibility to explore it. We, as science teachers,
could teach them to use this treasure.
Usually, the greater the excavation
the greater is the "payoff" in most
mines.
In a few short years, the students
before us will be facing the problems
of the world. They will be expected
to assume leadership. Since science
is playing such a predominant role
in this rapidly changing era, means
of accomplishing this goal is part of
our responsibility as teachers. Some
of the conditions which encourage
critical thinking are student participation, challenging and thought provoking questions, use of both inductive and deductive reasoning, and the
problem-solving type of assignment.
The students must be trained to use
their powers of observation and to
learn to react critically to what they
see, read, and hear. They should be
instructed how to collect data, formulate problems, interpret experimental
results, record results, make inferences, and draw conclusions.
The committees responsible for
PSSC, Chem Study, CBA, and BSCS
materials have taken a big step in
the right direction, as the students are
required to make their own inferences and draw their own conclusions. The students themselves take
pride in doing so.
Some examples illustrating these
points can be taken from a high
school biology class. The biology
room can be a real learning situation in science also for students not
in a BSCS section. If possible an
aquarium, a terrarium, an animal
cage or two, and some plants can be
brought into the room. The students
can bring in their spoils for observing
organisms-their activities and habits. Much is learned. A large sealed
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jar aquarium with a few sprigs of
Elodea and a couple of fish demonstrate what is meant by balance of
nature much more meaningfully than
the words of the textbook. It brings
questions such as-"Won't the fish
die sealed up?" "Don't they have to
have food to live?" "Won't the water
have to be changed?" Even after a
couple of weeks, some student will
rush in on Monday morning to see
if the fish are still living. A record
of observations can be kept by the
students.

will argue that the plants in the lig
will grow faster. Who is right? Eve
three or four days the box is lift
for a quick look at the bean plan
A week passes and there isn't mu
change. Two weeks go by and st
there isn't any noticeable ,:::han
Finally a day arrives when the b
is lifted as before, but is the pl
the same? What happened? Obs
vations are made and conclusio
drawn. This could be repeated by
other group to see if the same resu
occur.

The clam that slowly plows its
way around the aquarium comes to
an obstacle, is impeded for a time
and inferences are made as to how
the clam will continue. "Will it knock
the obstacle over or will it take a
different pathway?" How many
times does the clam go around the
aquarium in a day?" "Why does it
sometimes partially bury itself in
the sand?" "Does it mind the large
snail riding on its back?" These are
questions of inquiring minds. Bean
plants allowed to grow normally for
ten days and then to have a couple
of them placed under dark boxes
while the others are permitted to
remain in the light will bring thought
provoking inquiries. The students
can list one or two h ypotheses on a
sheet of paper. These can be compared and a couple of plausible ones
be selected that the majority of
the class can help test. Some will
say the plants can't live in the dark
as they have to have food in order
to live and light is necessary for
photosynthesis. Others will contend
that plants can live on stored food or
get it through the roots. Another

Many problem situations can
introduced into the classroom to ch
lenge the students and force them
think. Questions can be asked by
teacher to ascertain if they belie
their first observations are corr
Perhaps, they may wish to cha
if they see that the facts don't giv
satisfactory explanation to the si
ation. The:v should be taught not
be ashamed to say, "I don't kno
and then to do some investigating
acquire a reasonable solution. Th
must recognize that there are li
tations to both data and conclusio
With the science material rapi
multiplying it is virtually impossi
to cover all the textbook material.
should, at best, be only a good cru
for the progressive teacher. It is
better to teach the basic concepts
science and to encourage the stude
to explore further . If we can do t
and help develop our students
think critically , we will be teach·
not only for the present, but, m
importantly, for the future leaders
of our country.
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